Abstract. The fragment of propositional logic known as Horn theories plays a central role in automated reasoning. The problem of enumerating the maximal models of a Horn theory (MaxMod) has been proved to be computationally hard, unless P = NP. To the best of our knowledge, the only algorithm available for it is the one based on a brute-force approach. In this paper, we provide an algorithm for the problem of enumerating the maximal subsets of facts that do not entail a distinguished atomic proposition in a positive Horn theory (MaxNoEntail). We show that MaxMod is polynomially reducible to MaxNoEntail (and vice versa), making it possible to solve also the former problem using the proposed algorithm. Addressing MaxMod via MaxNoEntail opens, inter alia, the possibility of benefiting from the monotonicity of the notion of entailment. (The notion of model does not enjoy such a property.) We also discuss an application of MaxNoEntail to expressiveness issues for modal logics, which reveals the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Propositional logic is the most basic tool in computer science and artificial intelligence. Despite its limited expressive power, it allows one to formalize several interesting scenarios. In particular, the fragment of propositional logic known as Horn theories [8] plays a central role in the search for efficient reasoning methods thanks to its good computational properties: the entailment problem can be solved in linear time [7, 14] , while it is NP-complete for full propositional logic. A Horn theory is a conjunction of clauses (that is, disjunctions of literals) such that every clause has, at most, one positive literal.
Horn theories can be applied to a number of different fields, such as planning [11] , case based reasoning [15] , or diagnosis [4] . A common problem is that of enumerating the models of a given theory with a particular property, e.g., maximality or minimality. As an example, the concepts of propositional circumscription and minimal/maximal diagnosis are related to this problem [5, 6] . A model of a Horn theory is a truth assignment for all its atomic propositions that satisfies the theory. A model is maximal if extending its set of true propositions has the effect of losing the property of being a model. The problem of enumerating the maximal models of a given Horn theory, called here MaxMod, has been studied in [12] . Since the problem has, in general, an output whose dimension (number of solutions returned) is exponential in the size of the input, one can hope, at best, to have an output-polynomial algorithm, that is, an algorithm whose complexity is polynomial in the size of both input and output. (A survey on the relationship between the output complexity hierarchy and the classical complexity hierarchy can be found in [13, 16] .) In [12] , it has been proved that, unless P=NP, no output-polynomial algorithm can be devised for MaxMod. This discouraged further investigation in the search for efficient algorithms for MaxMod. As a consequence, to the best of our knowledge, the only algorithm available for it is the one based on a brute-force approach. It explores the space of truth assignments over the set of atomic propositions searching for maximal models. The trivial way to do so is in two steps: first, by identifying those assignments that are models, and then by checking them for maximality. Since the number of assignments is the size of the powerset of the set of propositions, the algorithm runs in exponential time.
In this paper, we establish a connection between MaxMod and the problem of enumerating all maximal subsets of atomic propositions (facts) that do not entail a distinguished proposition in a given positive Horn theory (a theory where all clauses contain exactly one positive literal). The outcome of the latter problem, called here MaxNoEntail, can be intuitively interpreted as follows: all maximal sets of causes that do not have atomic proposition X as a consequence. We show that MaxMod and MaxNoEntail are polynomially equivalent; thus, every algorithm for MaxNoEntail is also an algorithm for MaxMod. It is worth noticing that the notion of entailment is monotone: if a set of facts entails a proposition, also each of its extensions does. Consequently, in order to check the maximality of a set F of facts that do not entail a given proposition X in a positive Horn theory, it is enough to check that every extension obtained by adding a single new proposition to F does entail X. On the other hand, the notion of model (and thus the notion of non-model ) does not enjoy a similar property and thus, in order to verify the maximality of a model M of a Horn theory, it is necessary to verify that all the valuations extending M (i.e., the valuations for which the set of true propositions is an extension of the set of true propositions of M ) are not models of the theory. Thanks to the mono-tonicity of entailment, the brute-force algorithm for MaxNoEntail performs better than the brute-force approach for MaxMod. Thus, reducing MaxMod to MaxNoEntail immediately gives us a faster, yet trivial, solution to MaxMod. Furthermore, we present an alternative algorithm for MaxNoEntail that performs better than the brute-force approach, as it minimizes the number of candidate solutions that are tested before producing the next solution.
Another benefit resulting from approaching MaxMod via MaxNoEntail is that the latter problem is closely related to expressiveness issues for modal logics [3] . Indeed, such a relation between Horn theories and modal logics motivated this study in the first place [1, 9] . A major issue in modal logic is that of finding out which modalities can be expressed in terms of others, in order to classify all expressively different sub-logics with respect to, e.g., expressive power or complexity of the satisfiability problem. A common approach to this problem consists of two steps: first, identifying as many inter-definabilities as possible, and then trying to prove completeness of such a set of inter-definabilities. The second step has two possible outcomes: either one is able to prove completeness, or the failure in proving it might suggest new inter-definabilities, giving rise to a new, extended set of inter-definabilities to be checked for completeness. In any case, the second step requires the identification of all maximal subsets of modalities that, within the current set of known inter-definabilities, do not express a specific modality. Since a set of inter-definabilities between modalities can be thought of as a positive Horn theory (where atomic propositions play the role of the modalities), identifying such maximal subsets of modalities amounts to solving MaxNoEntail. We provide empirical evidence that the proposed algorithm for MaxNoEntail is particularly efficient when applied to the study of the expressive power of modal logics, as described above, allowing us to solve instances that were intractable with the brute-force approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the preliminaries. In Section 3, we prove that MaxMod and MaxNoEntail are polynomially equivalent. We also present there the brute-force algorithm for MaxNoEntail, that gives us a more efficient solution for MaxMod. In Section 4, we present an alternative algorithm for MaxNoEntail and we prove its correctness. In Section 5, we give evidence of the effectiveness of the proposed method when applied to expressiveness issues for modal logics. Finally, in Section 6, we give an assessment of the work and outline future research directions.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, P denotes a finite, non-empty set of atomic propositions. A Boolean expression over P is a formula built using propositions from P and the classic Boolean operators of negation, conjunction, and disjunction. Every Boolean expression can be transformed into an equivalent formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), where the outermost operator is the conjunction and each conjunct is a disjunction of literals, that is, atomic propositions (positive literals) or their negation (negative literals). A Horn theory (or Horn expression) over P is Thus, it is useful to think of ⊥ as a distinguished atomic proposition in P, whose truth value is 0 in each truth assignment (see below for a formal definition of the notion of assignment). A theory in which every clause contains exactly one positive literal is said to be positive. Given a clause δ, we denote by ant δ its set of antecedents, and by cons δ the singleton containing the consequent. Finally, by HT P (resp., P HT P ), we denote the set of all (resp., positive) Horn theories over the set of atomic propositions P.
An assignment M over P is defined as a function M : P → {0, 1}, assigning a truth value to every proposition in P. An assignment M over P is a model of a Horn theory K ∈ HT P , denoted by M |= K, if and only if it satisfies all the clauses of K. A Horn theory is satisfiable if and only if there exists a model for it. Moreover, we say that K entails a literal l, denoted |= K l, if and only if K ∪ {¬l} is not satisfiable. Here, we are mainly interested in entailment of positive literals. Given a Horn theory K ∈ HT P , a subset of P is also referred to as a fragment (of P). Thus, a fragment is a set of positive literals. Given a fragment F of P, a positive literal X ∈ P, and a Horn theory K ∈ HT P , we say that F entails X in K, denoted by F |= K X, if and only if K ∪ F ∪ {¬X} is unsatisfiable, that is, every model M of K ∪ F is such that M (X) = 1. Given an assignment M over P, we define the fragment induced by M , denoted by η(M ), as the one containing exactly the propositions that are true in M . On the other hand, given a fragment F of P, the assignment induced by F , denoted by µ(F ), is obtained by setting to 1 the propositions in F , and to 0 the ones in P \ F . It obviously holds that F = η(µ(F )) and M = µ(η(M )), for each fragment F of P and for each assignment M over P. The notion of entailment can now be extended from fragments to assignments: M entails X in K, denoted by M |= K X, if and only if η(M ) |= K X. Similarly, the order over fragments induced by the set inclusion operation ⊂ can be extended to assignments as follows:
A fragment F is X-incomplete in K if and only if F |= K X, and it is maximally X-incomplete in K if and only if it is X-incomplete in K and F ′ |= K X for every fragment F ′ such that F ⊂ F ′ . We will sometimes omit the specification of the Horn theory if it is clear from the context. Clearly, the monotonicity of entailment implies the monotonicity of Xincompleteness (if F is X-incomplete, then each of its subsets is X-incomplete, as well). Therefore, the notion of maximal incompleteness can be rephrased in the following equivalent way: F is maximally X-incomplete if and only if it is Xincomplete and F ∪ {A} |= K X for each A ∈ P \ F . On the contrary, the notion of model of a generic theory does not enjoy such a property. As an example, consider the theory K, featuring the only clause A, B ⇒ C: the assignment M , which sets all the propositions to 0, is a model of K; the assignment M ′ , which extends the set of true propositions of M by setting A and B to 1, is not a model of K; the assignment M ′′ , which in turn extends the set of true propositions of M ′ by setting also C to 1, is another model of K.
We are now ready to formally define the enumeration problems MaxMod and MaxNoEntail, that are the aim of this study. Definition 1. Given a set of atomic propositions P and a Horn theory K ∈ HT P , the problem MaxMod is defined as the problem of enumerating all and only the assignments over P that are maximal models of K. Similarly, given a set of atomic propositions P, a positive Horn theory K ∈ P HT P , and a distinguished atomic proposition X ∈ P, the problem MaxNoEntail is defined as the problem of enumerating all and only the fragments F of P that are maximally X-incomplete in K.
For the sake of completeness, before concluding the section we provide, in Fig. 1 , left-hand side, the pseudo-code of a trivial, brute-force algorithm for MaxMod. It is clear that the algorithm described there is highly inefficient, and obviously not output-polynomial (in [12] it is proven that, unless P=NP, no output-polynomial algorithm exists for this problem): even if the set of solutions is small, or even empty, the algorithm requires an exponential number of steps. Moreover, the algorithm performs two iterations: the one on the space of the valuations over P, whose size is exponential in the one of the input, and the other on the space of the models of the Horn theory K, whose size is possibly exponential in the one of the input, as well. In what follows, we first present a brute-force algorithm for MaxNoEntail (see Fig. 1 , right-hand side) that, thanks to the monotonicity of entailment, avoids the second iteration step, thus having better performance than the one for MaxMod. Then, we propose a more efficient solution for MaxNoEntail. Since, as we will show, MaxMod is polynomially reducible to MaxNoEntail, the proposed algorithms for MaxNoEntail apply to MaxMod, too.
Solving MaxMod through MaxNoEntail
In this section, we provide a polynomial reduction from MaxMod to MaxNoEntail, and the other way around. This allows us to employ the brute-force algorithm for MaxNoEntail, depicted in Fig. 1 (right-hand side), to solve MaxMod, thus obtaining a more efficient, yet trivial, solution for it that benefits from the monotonicity of entailment. A MaxMod instance is a pair P, K , where P is a set of propositions and K ∈ HT P . A MaxNoEntail instance is a triple P, K, X , where P is a set of propositions, K ∈ P HT P , and X ∈ P. In what follows, we define the functions τ and γ that are used to transform MaxMod instances into MaxNoEntail ones, and vice versa. Definition 2. τ : HT P → P HT P∪{X} , where X is a distinguished atomic proposition not belonging to P, is defined as follows: for each Horn theory K ∈ HT P , τ (K) is the smallest theory such that: (i) for each clause δ ∈ K that contains one positive literal, δ belongs to τ (K), and (ii) for each clause δ ∈ K of the type ant δ ⇒ ⊥ (i.e., δ does not contain positive literals), the clause ant δ ⇒ X belongs to τ (K). γ : P HT P × P → HT P is defined as follows: for each positive Horn theory K ∈ P HT P and proposition X ∈ P, γ(K, X) = K ∪ {¬X}.
Our goal is to show that, for every MaxMod instance P, K , with X / ∈ P, the set of solutions of MaxMod on P, K coincides with the set of solutions of MaxNoEntail on P ∪ {X}, τ (K), X , and that, for every MaxNoEntail instance P, K, X , the set of solutions of MaxNoEntail on P, K, X coincides with the set of solutions of MaxMod on P, γ(K, X) . Let us give, first, a technical lemma (whose proof is given in Appendix A). Lemma 1. Let K ∈ HT P and A ∈ P. The following results hold.
Let us denote by M P,K the set of solutions for MaxMod on the generic instance P, K and by I P,K,X the set of solutions for MaxNoEntail on the generic instance P, K, X . In the following two lemmas, we prove that MaxMod is reducible to MaxNoEntail (Lemma 2) and vice versa (Lemma 3).
Lemma 2. Let P, K be a generic instance of MaxMod, with X / ∈ P. Then,
Proof. We proceed in two steps: first, we show that µ(F ) ∈ M P,K , for each F ∈ I P∪{X},τ (K),X ; then, we prove that, for each model M ∈ M P,K , there exists a fragment F ∈ I P∪{X},τ (K),X such that µ(F ) = M .
To prove the former claim, let us assume F ∈ I P∪{X},τ (K),X , which means that F is maximally X-incomplete in τ (K). We want to show that µ(F ) belongs to M P,K , that is, µ(F ) is a maximal model for K.
-To prove that µ(F ) is a model of K, i.e., µ(F ) |= K, let δ be a clause of K.
We shall argue show that µ(F ) satisfies δ. We distinguish two cases.
• δ is of the form ant δ ⇒ A, for some A ∈ P. If µ(F ) does not satisfy ant δ , then we are done. Assume that µ(F ) does satisfy ant δ . We shall show that µ(F )(A) = 1. Since µ(F ) satisfies ant δ , we have that ant δ ⊆ F . This means that {δ} ∪ F ∪ {¬A} is unsatisfiable and thus F |= τ (K) A holds, because δ is also a clause of τ (K), by construction. By Lemma 1(a), A ∈ F and therefore µ(F )(A) = 1, as claimed. • δ is of the form ant δ ⇒ ⊥. We claim that µ(F ) does not satisfy ant δ .
To see this, let us assume, towards a contradiction, that µ(F ) satisfies ant δ . Then, ant δ ⊆ F . By construction of τ (K), the clause ant δ ⇒ X belongs to τ (K). Now, we have that {δ} ∪ F ∪ {¬X} is unsatisfiable and thus F |= τ (K) X holds, contradicting the X-incompleteness of F . Since µ(F ) satisfies each clause of K, we have that µ(F ) |= K holds.
-To prove the maximality of µ(F ), let us assume, towards a contradiction, that there exists a model
, thus obtaining a contradiction with the fact that F is maximally Xincomplete. Indeed, since M is a model of K, it does not satisfy any of the sets ant δ , where δ ∈ K is of the form ant δ ⇒ ⊥. Thus, η(M ) ⊆ ant δ , for every δ ∈ τ (K) of the form ant δ ⇒ X, which yields η(M ) |= K X. This, in turn, means that η(M ) is X-incomplete in τ (K), which contradicts the maximality of F .
To complete the proof, let us consider a model M ∈ M P,K , that is, M is a maximal model of K. Our aim is to show that there exists a fragment F ∈ I P∪{X},τ (K),X such that µ(F ) = M . We claim that η(M ) ∈ I P∪{X},τ (K),X . Since µ(η(M )) = M , the thesis follows from this claim. First, we prove that η(M ) is X-incomplete in τ (K), i.e., η(M ) |= τ (K) X. To this end, let M ′ be the valuation over P ∪ {X} obtained from M as follows:
′ is a model of τ (K) and M ′ (X) = 0, it is also a model of K (by construction of τ (K), X syntactically replaces the symbol ⊥). Moreover, it is easy to convince oneself that
′ , contradicting the maximality of M . Hence η(M ) is maximally X-incomplete in τ (K), and the thesis follows.
⊓ ⊔ Lemma 3. Let P, K, X be a generic instance of MaxNoEntail. Then,
Proof. We prove the statement in two steps: first, we show that η(M ) ∈ I P,K,X , for each M ∈ M P,γ(K,X) ; then, we show that, for each fragment F ∈ I P,K,X , there exists a model M ∈ M P,γ(K,X) such that η(M ) = F . To prove the former claim, let us assume M ∈ M P,γ(K,X) , which means that M is a maximal model of γ(K, X). As a preliminary step, we observe that, by construction of γ(K, X), every model of γ(K, X) is also a model of K. We want to show that η(M ) belongs to I P,K,X , that is, η(M ) is maximally Xincomplete in K. First, we show that η(M ) is X-incomplete in K, and then that it is maximally X-incomplete in K. To show the X-incompleteness of η(M ), suppose, towards a contradiction, that η(M ) |= K X. This means that M |= K X and, by Lemma 1(b) and by the fact that M is also a model of K, it follows that M (X) = 1, which implies that M is not a model of γ(K, X). This contradicts the assumption that M ∈ M P,γ(K,X) . So, we have that η(M ) is X-incomplete in K. Now, suppose, towards a contradiction, that η(M ) is not maximally Xincomplete. Thus, η(M ) ∪ {A} |= K X holds, for some A ∈ P \ η(M ). This means that K ∪ η(M ) ∪ {A} ∪ {¬X} is satisfiable. Let M ′ be a model for it. Since M ′ satisfies K and {¬X}, it is also a model of γ(K, X). Moreover, it is easy to see
To complete the proof, let us consider a fragment F ∈ I P,K,X , that is, F is maximally X-incomplete in K. Our goal is to show that there exists a model M ∈ M P,γ(K,X) such that η(M ) = F . We claim that µ(F ) ∈ M P,γ(K,X) . Since η(µ(F )) = F , the thesis follows from this claim. First, we show that µ(F ) is a model of γ(K, X). By construction, γ(K, X) = K∪{¬X}. By Lemma 1(a) and by the assumption that F is maximally X-incomplete, it follows X / ∈ F , which means that µ(F )(X) = 0. Thus, µ(F ) satisfies {¬X}. Now, let us show that µ(F ) also satisfies K. Let δ be a generic clause in K. It is of the form A 1 , . . . , A m ⇒ A. We distinguish two cases. If A i / ∈ F for some i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, then µ(F )(A i ) = 0, which means that δ is satisfied by µ(F ). Otherwise, {A 1 , . . . , A m } ⊆ F , which means that F |= K A. Therefore, by Lemma 1(a), A ∈ F , which implies that µ(F )(A) = 1. So, µ(F ) |= δ and, since δ was chosen arbitrarily, µ(F ) is a model of K. Since we showed that it is also a model of {¬X}, we have that µ(F ) is a model of γ(K, X). To prove the maximality of µ(F ), let us suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exists a model
, it is both a model of K and {¬X}. In particular, the latter implies
. This contradicts the assumption that F is maximally X-incomplete. Hence, µ(F ) is a maximal model of γ(K, X). ⊓ ⊔
The following theorem follows from Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and Definition 2.
Theorem 1. MaxMod and MaxNoEntail are polynomially equivalent.
Thanks to the above reduction, it is possible to use the brute-force algorithm for MaxNoEntail, depicted in Fig. 1 , right-hand side, to solve MaxMod. While it is still based on a brute-force approach, such an algorithm turns out to be much more effective than the one described in Fig. 1 , left-hand side. Indeed, in searching for fragments that are maximally X-incomplete in the given theory, one can easily verify the maximality of a candidate (i.e., an X-incomplete fragment) by checking if adding exactly one element to it preserves its incompleteness. This allows us to avoid a second pass on the set of potential results.
An algorithm for MaxNoEntail
In this section we present an alternative algorithm for MaxNoEntail, called AlgMaxNoEn (see Fig. 2 ). We prove that our algorithm is correct and, in the next section, we give experimental evidence of its effectiveness when applied to expressiveness issues for modal logics (see the discussion in Sections 1 and 5).
We begin by giving some definitions that will be useful in what follows. Since only positive Horn theories occur in MaxNoEntail instances, throughout the section we assume that all Horn theories are positive, unless otherwise specified.
Definition 3. Let K ∈ P HT P be a Horn theory, δ be a clause, and F be a fragment of P, with A ∈ F . We say that: (i) A deactivates δ if A belongs to ant δ ; (ii) A is (F, δ)-useful if A deactivates δ and no other proposition in F does; (iii)
Notice that, for a given clause δ and fragment F , there can be at most one proposition in F that is (F, δ)-useful. More precisely, such a proposition exists if and only if |F ∩ ant δ | = 1. In what follows, we will simply say that F is useful (in place of K-useful) when the theory is clear from the context. The important property relating the notions of maximal X-incompleteness and usefulness is stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If a fragment F of P is maximally X-incomplete in K, then its complement P \ F is useful.
Notice that the the converse does not necessarily hold. Indeed, if F is Xincomplete and its complement is useful, then F is not necessarily maximally X-incomplete. As an example, consider the theory K = {A, B ⇒ X, C ⇒ A}. The fragment A is X-incomplete and its complement BC is useful, but A is not maximally X-incomplete, as AC is X-incomplete, as well. Moreover, observe that, if a fragment F is not useful, then any fragment F ′ such that F ⊂ F ′ is not useful, either. This follows from the fact that if a proposition A ∈ F is not
Definition 4. Given a Horn theory K = {δ 1 , . . . , δ k } and a fragment F , the utility vector of F in K, usually denoted by u, is a vector of size k such that, for each index i, u[i] is equal to {A} if A is (F, δ i )-useful, and it is equal to null if |F ∩ ant δi | = 1. Intuitively, the utility vector is the tool used to detect that a fragment is not useful: F is useful if and only if all the propositions in F occur in u.
We are now ready to describe the proposed algorithm AlgMaxNoEn (Fig. 2) . The intuitive idea of the algorithm is to produce candidate solutions (i.e., fragments) and verify whether they are actual solutions, that is, if they are maximally X-incomplete fragments. Candidate solutions are produced by incrementally removing propositions from the set P, which from now on we assume does not contain X (as X cannot occur in any solution). Once a proposition is removed, the status of the resulting fragment is checked: if it is maximally X-incomplete, then it is added to the solution set; otherwise, either the computation continues by refining the candidate solution through the removal of another proposition or, if refining this candidate is considered not promising (according to criteria that will be defined later on), the analysis of this candidate ends and we focus on a new candidate.
The process is carried out in a recursive fashion, AlgMaxNoEnR being the recursive function and AlgMaxNoEn being the wrapper function, which executes the first call to AlgMaxNoEnR (see Fig. 2 ). The parameters of the recursion are the fragment F , representing the propositions that have been already removed (thus the candidate under analysis is its complement P \ F ), and the fragment V , which is a (not necessarily strict) subset of P \ F and represents the propositions that can still be removed to refine the current candidate. (The additional parameters of AlgMaxNoEnR can be thought of as global variables, as they are not involved in the recursion process: L collects the solutions, while P, K, and X represent the instance given as input to AlgMaxNoEn.) Thus, a generic recursive call on F and V analyses, as a candidate, the complement of F , which can be possibly refined, in successive recursive calls, through the removal of (some of) the propositions in V . In this way, the recursive function searches for solutions contained in the whole set of sub-fragment of P \ F .
Given an instance P, K, X of MaxNoEntail as input, the wrapper function AlgMaxNoEn (Fig. 2 , left-hand side, top) executes the first recursive call to AlgMaxNoEnR on the recursive parameters F = ∅ and V = P. The function AlgMaxNoEnR recursively builds a tree isomorphic to its own recursion tree. Such a structure is actually useless for the purposes of the algorithm, but it will be handy for the correctness analysis. In what follows, nodes of the abovementioned tree are identified by the pair F, V of recursive parameters on which the call is performed. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between nodes and calls to AlgMaxNoEnR. For the sake of simplicity, we will sometimes refer to a call to AlgMaxNoEnR through its corresponding node, and vice versa. For example, we will say that "a node N returns the exit-value r", meaning that the corresponding call returns r. A call to AlgMaxNoEnR may produce one of three outcomes: 'solution found', 'no solution', or 'non-maximally incomplete'. Intuitively, the value 'solution found' is returned by a node when a solution has been found in its own sub-tree (i.e., in the sub-tree rooted at it); if this is the case, we also say that the node sees a solution. Otherwise, if a fragment that is maximally X-incomplete in K has been analysed in its own sub-tree, the value 'non-maximally incomplete' is returned. The value 'no solution' is returned when none of the two cases above applies.
As a first step, the algorithm checks if one of the base-case conditions is met. Clearly, if a base-case condition is met inside a call, then that call corresponds to a leaf of the recursion tree. Base-case conditions allow the algorithm to end the analysis of a candidate, with no further refinements (and thus avoiding the exploration of the set of its sub-fragments), because either the candidate itself is a solution or its refinement is not promising. The refinement of a solution P \F by removing propositions in V is not promising when the corresponding node F, V does not see any solution. Clearly, this is the case when P \ (F ∪ V ) |= K X: if the weakest fragment P \(F ∪V ) of the set of sub-fragments of P \F entails X, then, due to the monotonicity of entailment, all the fragments of the set do, meaning that none of them is X-incomplete. Another case in which refining a candidate is not promising is when the candidate F is X-incomplete but not maximally X-incomplete: if F is not maximally X-incomplete, then all its sub-fragments are not, either. We are interested in detecting such non-promising situations as soon as possible, to reduce the number of candidates analysed by the algorithm.
To this end, we use the above-mentioned property that the complement of a maximally X-incomplete fragment is useful (Lemma 4). This implies that, if a fragment F is not useful, that is, some of its propositions do not occur in its utility vector, then neither P \ F nor any of its sub-fragments is a solution, and thus the analysis of P \ F ends with no further refinement. Thus, there are three base-case conditions. (i) If compUtilityVec (see Fig. 2 , left-hand side, bottom) returns false, then F is not useful, and the function returns 'non-maximally incomplete'. (ii) If P \ (F ∪ V ) entails X, then refining P \ F cannot lead to a solution, and the function returns 'no solution'. (iii) If the complement of F is X-incomplete, then it may be a solution. Its maximality is checked, exploiting the monotonicity of entailment, and, depending on the result of this test, either it is added to the solution set L and 'solution found' is returned, or 'non-maximally incomplete' is returned.
If none of the above base-case conditions is met, the refinement of the candidate is performed (while loop in AlgMaxNoEnR, in Fig. 2 ). At each iteration, an element Y of V is selected. Each iteration corresponds to an attempt to extend F with the new proposition Y and the new node F ∪{Y }, V \ {Y } (corresponding to the recursive call on F ∪ {Y } and V \ {Y }) is created as a child of the current one. Depending on the value returned from a recursive call, the local variables flagSol , flagNoMax , and keep are suitably updated. Intuitively, FlagSol is true if and only if the current node sees a solution. If the current node sees no solutions, but at least one of the nodes in its own sub-tree returned 'non-maximally incomplete', then flagNoMax is true. Finally, keep is set to false as soon as a call returns 'no solution'. In this last case, thanks to the monotonicity of the entailment, we can exit the current loop, as no other solution can be produced by refining the current candidate P \ F . The return value after the loop is then returned depending on the values of flagSol and flagNoMax .
In the what follows, let T be the tree rooted at the node ∅, P , as generated by the first call to the recursive function AlgMaxNoEn. The following theorem states that the proposed algorithm is sound and complete.
Theorem 2. Let P, K, X be an instance of MaxNoEntail. Then, a fragment is included in the set of solutions returned by the algorithm AlgMaxNoEn on input P, K, X if and only if it is maximally X-incomplete in K.
Proof. The soundness of AlgMaxNoEn follows from the description of the algorithm: a fragment is included in the set of solutions returned by AlgMaxNoEn only if the test for its maximal X-incompleteness succeeds.
To prove the completeness of AlgMaxNoEn, let us consider a generic maximally X-incomplete fragment F . We show that a node N = F , V , where F = P \ F , is eventually created and processed, for some V ⊆ F . As F is indeed a maximally X-incomplete fragment, the corresponding base-case condition applies, and F is added to the solution set. Let us consider the ordering over P according to which the elements are selected inside the while loop of the algorithm AlgMaxNoEnR (see Fig. 2 ). Let A be the first occurrence in P of an element of F and let B 1 , . . . , B s be the elements preceding A in P (according to the above-mentioned ordering). We have to show that the child N A = {A}, V A , where V A = (P \ {A}) \ {B i | 1 ≤ i ≤ s}, is eventually processed. Notice that P \ (V A ∪ {A}) ⊆ F holds, as F ⊆ V A ∪ {A}. Thus, P \ (V A ∪ {A}) is Xincomplete, as well (as F is and by monotonicity of the entailment). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that N A is never processed. Then, one of its left siblings N Bi = {B i }, V Bi , for some i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, where V Bi = P \{B j | 1 ≤ j ≤ i}, has returned 'no solution'. Since P \ (V A ∪ {A}) is X-incomplete and V A ∪ {A} ⊆ V Bi holds, there exists a path from N Bi to a leaf corresponding to a candidate that is X-incomplete. Such a leaf returns either 'solution found' or 'non-maximally incomplete', and thus N Bi does not return 'no solution', leading to contradiction. As the same argument can be iterated for every other element of F , we can conclude that N A is processed, and we are done.
⊓ ⊔
Applications and experimental results
The algorithm for MaxNoEntail given in Section 4 outperforms brute-force ones given in Fig. 1 . Moreover, thanks to the reduction provided in Section 3, it can also be exploited to solve MaxMod. In this section, we show a further application of AlgMaxNoEn as a tool to compare the expressive power of modal logics (see Section 1). Given a set of modalities, an inter-definability (among them) describes how to define a modality in terms of others. An inter-definability can be thought of as a clause of a positive Horn theory (where atomic propositions play the role of the modalities). Consequently, a set of inter-definabilities is nothing but a positive Horn theory. Thus, the task of identifying the maximal subsets of modalities that, within a given set of inter-definabilities, do not express a specific modality amounts to solving MaxNoEntail. Actually, it was this very problem that motivated us to carry out this study, in the search for a better solution than the one based on the brute-force approach. While in modal logics with few operators and inter-definabilities, the above-mentioned task can be easily carried out by hand (as it has been done, e.g., in [9] ), in modal logics with many operators and several inter-definabilities, it may require a big and error-prone effort. Even though most modal logics have a small set of modalities, there are meaningful ones that feature tens of modalities (see, e.g., [2, 10] ). In [1] , the authors proposed, and used, a naïve, brute-force algorithm similar to the ones presented in Fig. 1 to perform the aforementioned task. Even if this approach was efficient enough for the particular modal logic studied in [1] , it turned out to be unsuitable to deal with logics with larger sets of modalities, such as the one studied in [2] , featuring more than 20 modalities.
We have carried out an experimental comparison of the efficiency of the algorithm AlgMaxNoEn vis-a-vis those given in Fig. 1 . We summarize the outcomes of our experiments 4 in Fig. 3 . (A more detailed account is given in Table 1 in Appendix B.) For each pair of values n and k, ranging, respectively, between 12 and 30 and between ⌊n/3⌋ and n, the running times of the three algorithms presented in this papers (i.e., BruteForceMaxMod, BruteForceMaxNoEntail, and AlgMaxNoEn) are compared with respect to a set of seven randomly-generated Horn theories K over P, where |P| = n and |K| = k (to be precise, BruteForceMaxMod is run on randomly-generated instances of the form P, K , while BruteForceMaxNoEntail and AlgMaxNoEn on instances of the form P ∪ {X}, τ (K), X , obtained from the instances used for testing BruteForceMaxMod through the reduction described in Section 3). The chart in Fig. 3 reports the average running times of the three algorithms for the different values of n (size of P). In spite of a similar, exponential trend exhibited by the three algorithms (notice that such a behaviour is unavoidable as the problems can produce outputs whose size is, in general, exponential in the size of the input), our tests show that the two algorithms based on a brute-force approach become inefficient already for instances over set of propositions of size 15 and 20, respectively, and are thus unable to deal, for instance, with the logic studied in [2] . On the other hand, AlgMaxNoEn can deal with all tested instances in reasonable time.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the problem of enumerating the maximal models of a Horn theory (MaxMod) and we established a connection between this problem and the problem of enumerating the maximal subsets of facts that do not entail a distinguished atomic proposition in a positive Horn theory (MaxNoEntail). We first showed that the two problems are polynomially equivalent and then we presented an algorithm for MaxNoEntail that performs better than the ones based on a brute-force approach. As the problems can produce an output of size, in general, exponential in the size of the input, it not possible to avoid the exponential trend shown by the algorithms in Fig. 3 . Moreover, in [12] , it has been proved that, unless P=NP, no output-polynomial algorithm can be devised for MaxMod (and thus for MaxNoEntail), meaning that it is not bit. On the web-page http://www.di.unisa.it/dottorandi/dario.dellamonica/ download/lpar13_code.zip it is possible to download the source code in C++.
even possible to devise an algorithm that runs in polynomial time in terms of both the sizes of input and output. Nevertheless, our approach is efficient enough to allow us to deal with some expressiveness issues for modal logics that were intractable with the brute-force approach, as shown by empirical evidence.
The proposed algorithm can be improved by conceiving suitable heuristics to drive the construction of the candidate solution (e.g, heuristics for the choice of the next atomic proposition to be removed from the fragment) and by suitably reducing, on the fly, the Horn theory depending on the current candidate under analysis. We plan to explore both such possibilities in future work. We also intend to investigate the behaviour of the proposed algorithm on special instances of MaxNoEntail, i.e., on Horn theories whose clauses have the same consequent. Such a restriction makes the MaxNoEntail problem equivalent to the wellknown problem of finding the minimal hitting sets of a hyper-graph, for which it is still an open question whether an output-polynomial algorithm exists. 
